New Creation World Newsletter
Dear Soul-Traveling Companions,

April, 2013

Welcome to Wolfgang's and mine (Soleil) combined newsletter. As our Hladina and Soul of Nations
work and life's dedication has merged into one aspiration for the progressive manifestation, of what
The Mother refered to as the New Creation. The individual and collective aspects of healing and
evolution must move forward together in these accelerated times.
As often happens Wolfgang and I learned so much from all of you, as
we provided workshops for you to make discoveries and experience
deep healing both personally and with your nations, from mid
Feburary to mid March. And this time through Germany and
Netherlands our sense of gratitude went deeper than ever for all the
true heart qualities that were shared in each location with each person.
Thank You!
We were blessed to land in the cozy home of Christa R. Where we
could adjust to the 9 hour time change.
An other Christa arrived with roses in mid Feburary! These roses were en
route to a Monday wedding but Christa first made a large heart on the
outdoor patio. This gorgeous heart inspired us through the first Soul of
Nation workshop and set the tone for our entire journey. We were treated
to the finest ayurvedic cooking by these two Christas and honestly now,
the most delicious layered cake of my life!

We were additionally very happy that our long time friends and supporters, Charlotte and
Rudolf Nonas, made the effort to travel through the snow to join us. At 80, they are proof that
we can all continue to expand our consciousness, learn, and benefit from trying new
approaches to nation healing and the soul. As you can see both of the Christas drew hearts as
their final description of the meeting of the true Psychic Being (soul in evolution) of Germany
and their personal embodied soul centers. We left Königswinter with full hearts and tummies:>)

The warm welcome at the 11th
century castle in Heynitz by
organizers and hosts Valeska,
Eike and Lisa, seemed to melt the
snow. As my first time deep in the
countryside of eastern Germany,
reminded me of the Harry Potter one hour from Dresden, I was
films, our hearts held their own surprised by the felt-sense
difference to the ultra fashion
magic of adventuring to a
oneness beyond time and living a forward shopping malls of Berlin.
connectedness of the soul. This Although the castle passageways
context provided the safety and
Sacredness to dive into the true
soul of Germany which nurtures
all of its people and plants, east
and west.
Wolfgang and I were deeply
moved by the group's willingness
to touch this core and move
forward in this soul love.

We were also inspired by
the many projects and
communities that the
various participants are
leading and dynamically
involved with. We learned
alot and the ground was
set for future workshops.

We are so grateful for
everyone who attended.
We truly look forward to
several collaborations
which are in the works,
stemming from our time
together.
Back in Berlin, with our SACB hosts, Isa and Muna, we enjoyed their laughter as Northern Germany sprang to
springtime, if only for a few days, in the otherwise coldest March on record. We are thrilled that these dear
friends are coming to the AUM conference in our hometown in Ashland, Oregon in June. It made the farewell
hugs easier. We were also thankful for the evening meetings at the center with recently returned Aurovilians
and thoughtful discussions with them other SACB members. We are still hoping Georg feels called by The
Mother and the shamanic howling wolves to join us in Discovering the Soul of America this summer.
As winter returned in blizzarding doses in Hamburg, again the cold
just seemed to fuel the heart fires of warmth and aspiration.
Ortwin and his professional partner Fiona welcomed us back to
their Integrale Yogaschule for an other Hladina workshop. As their
members are already schooled in going deeply into the cells with
breath and focused awareness, we could, as a group easily discover
the information and wisdom held through the mind of the cells. As
Wolfgang has also experienced many inner journies through these last
8 years in the Hladina Method, his sensitive translation of
deep experiences was especially appreciated by many in the group.
On Sat. each participant found an inner child part that wanted to be
reintegrated with the Psychic Being ( embodied soul).
From this healing experience, we ventured into fun realms on Sunday
by each person turning a creative project into pure energies. As all the
positive energies were explored, we then invited this energy ball to
meet our psychic beings. Here the embodied soul could give its advise,
wisdom, and core energies to support these projects and bring them
into manifestation at the service of the Divine. Some particpants
continued further into the transpersonal realms of golden or white
light, bathing in how they are already completely fulfilled from within.
We are looking forward to giving the
Male\Female Integration Workshop in Hamburg in March 2014!

The Dutch and Polish certainly had fun in the process of
discovering the soul essence of each of their nations.

All experienced the love of bringing this essence to
their own Psychic Being. We took some time to imagine
what would be needed to convey the essential nation
elements in a pavilion in Auroville,
India.
We enjoyed the Naropa Institue
in the southern Netherlands close
to the sea and plan to return.

Many thanks to
Josee for her
great organization and
recommendation
that the Belgiums
attend this workshop
soon.

Upcoming Event
AUM 2013 is just around the corner.
Register now for the early bird special
$185, including 3 dinners and 3 lunches.
Discover the Soul of America
Steps in Human Unity
June 20-23
http://www.collaboration.org/aum/2013
Love from Spring blooming Ashland,
Soleil and Wolfgang

Phone or skype
sessions are available
with Soleil.
Please email:

soleilrose@gmx.us
to set up an
appointment
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